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The newest edition of best-selling Chronic Illness continues to focus on the various aspects of
chronic illness that influence both patients and their families. Topics include the sociological,
psychological, ethical, organizational, and financial factors, as well as individual and system
outcomes. This book is designed to teach students about the whole client or patient versus the
physical status of the client with chronic illness. The study questions at the end of each chapter and
the case studies help the students apply the information to real life. Evidence-based practice
references are included in almost every chapter.
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Ok book.Nothing really you didn't know before. Book promotes awareness for individuals living with
chronic disease. As well it illuminates the difficult role of the caregiver.Don't expect too much from
this book. It is ok, but isn't containing "pearls" regarding the topic.Very easy read, though... I finished
my class very successfully, however I preferred using peer reviewed articles as they re much more
specific when studying the impact or trajectory of chronic disease...Please keep in mind that this
review is based on my personal opinion. You may perceive this book as helpful and educational.

got this book for class and it was the most boring read ever. if you can- borrow this book, do not buy
it. it is so expensive and you can just read what you need for class. you will never refer to this ever

again after you finish that class.

This book arrived in three days and was brand new like it promised and included the online code.
My only complaint is the book is a slow read and not very interesting for a experienced nurse. Still it
provides a lot of useful information, you just have to dig through the history and statistics.

It's not the *best* book out there, but it depends on how the instructor uses it.It's worked out for
finding the random things I get tested on.

This book was required for class. The language is not too complex and the book is somewhat useful
in the clinical setting

The book is good, well written, but it's a textbook. aka. not the most exciting thing that I've ever
read.

A book this large really should be a hardcover instead of a paperback. The pages are pretty cheap
as well.. do not plan on highlighting without the color seeping through immediately. Content is
appropriate.

First, I bought this book from and two weeks later it was 17dls cheaper, very upsetting. Second, its
hard to keep interest when reading, it really is like reading a very very long synthesis paper with little
original material. I see repeat information when reading other books as well. The author did put alot
of work into this book but failed to highlight important terms and emphasize key information, such as
bolding, itallicize, or provide a vocabulary in the back of the book to look at definitions of words. I will
be selling this one back and losing more money.
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